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Abstract 
Rudlof, P., On the structure of couniform and complemented modules, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 281-305. 
A module M is called complemented if, for every submodule U of M, the set f V C M 1 U + V = 
M} has a minimal element. This paper investigates the structure of complemented modules 
over Noetherian rings. After reducing this question to the case of local rings, we show that 
every complemented module is a sum of a radical minimax module and a coatomic module. Its 
radical component is a sum of finitely many couniform modules. 
The second part of this paper characterizes modules which satisfy weaker, respectively 
stronger, versions of being complemented, especially weakly complemented and suppiemented 
modules. 
Introduction 
If M is an arbitrary module and U is a submodule of M, one can define the 
following two dual ‘complements’ of U in M : 
- A submodule V of A4 is called complement of intersection of U in M, if 
V n U = 0 and V is maximal with respect to this property. This is equivalent to 
the condition that the canonical map U- M/V is an essential monomorphism. 
- A submodule V of M is called complement (of addition) of U in M, if 
U + V= M and V is minimal with respect to this property. This is equivalent to 
the condition that the canonical map V+ M/U is an essential epimorphism. 
Since the set (X C M 1 X n U = O} is ordered inductively, by Zorn’s Lemma, 
there exists a complement of intersection for every submodule U of M. But if we 
look at the dual case we see that the set {X C M 1 X + U = M} is not ordered 
inductively. Hence generally it does not have minimal elements, so a complement 
of U in M need not exist. However, if every submodule U of M has a complement 
in M we call M complemented. Consequently the question about the structure of 
complemented modules arises, and this paper investigates this topic for modules 
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over commutative Noetherian rings (which, from now on, will simply be called 
rings). Let R always be such a ring. 
Over Dedekind rings this question was examined for the first time by Z%ching- 
er in [6]. Theorem 2.4 of this paper yields over a local Dedekind ring (S, nt) the 
following characterization: 
An S-module M is mmplomented iff M can be presented as M = 
M, @ M, @ M, @ M, with M, free of finite rank, M, torsion-free and divisible of 
finite rank, M, Artinian and divisible and M, discrete (in the tn-a&c topology). 
The same author showed in 1982 that over an arbitrary ring R one can reduce 
the description of complemented R-modules to the simpler case of radical 
modules over local rings [lo, Satz 2.5 and Lemma 2.61. However, there was little 
known about the structure of these modules, and the main aim of this paper is to 
describe it explicitly. 
Like in [ 121 and 143, we call an R-module minimax if M has a finitely generated 
submodule U such that M/U is Artinian. Over a one-dimensional ocal ring this is 
equivalent to the condition that M has finite Goldie-dimension [12, Beispiel 1.41. 
So we conclude from the theorem quoted above: 
If (S, at) is a local Dedekind ring and M is a complemented S-module, then M 
is sum of a discrete module and a minimax module. 
One of our main results [cf. Corollary 2.51 shows that this assertion is true over 
every local ring. With that the class of complemented modules is restricted far 
enough to make possible a more precise description. 
A module M is called couniform if M # 0 and every strict submodule of M is 
small in M. Of course couniform modules are complemented, and we will see that 
couniform modules are the components of complemented modules. 
Now let us give a short introduction to each section of this paper: 
We start with the description of couniform modules. From our results in [4] we 
can conclude :hat every couniform module is minimax. Theorem 1.3 shows for a 
couniform, radical, non-Artinian module M with Coass( M) = {p} : R/Ann(M) is a 
one-dimensional, local Cohen-Macaulay-ring with the only minimal prime ideal p. 
The integral closure (RI p )’ of RI p is local. M is isomorphic to a factormodule of 
the total ring of quotients of R/Ann(M). 
The second section investigates complemented modules. Again, by [4], we can 
show it TF-orem 2.4 over a local ring, that every radical weakly complemented 
module is minimax. Therefore, every radical complemented module is a sum of 
finitely many couniform modules. Theorem 2.10 yields over an arbitrary ring R a 
criterion for M being complemented: A radical and complemented module M is 
compkmented iff the integral closure (RI p )’ of RI p is local for every p E Ass(M ). 
In the third section we introduce the structure of weakly complemented 
modules. We call M weakly complemented if, for every submodule U of M, there 
exists a submodule V of M such that U + V = M and U n V is small in M. In this 
case, V is called a weak complement of U in M. Our first result is Theorem 3.1. 
We quote the most important of its six equivalent statements: 
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Let (R, III) be a local ring. For an R-module M are equivalent: 
(i) M is weakly complemented. 
(iii) M is an essential cover of a complemented module. 
(v) M is an extension of a complemented module by a complemented module. 
(vi) M is a sum of a minimax module and a discrete module. 
From this we can see that the class of weakly complemented modules is closed 
under submodules, factormodules, group extensions and essential covers, so, 
under this point of view, weakly complemented modules behave nicer than 
complemented modules. 
We then look at weakly complemented modules over arbitrary rings. If M is 
radical, then Proposition 3.4 shows that the statements (i) and (iii) quoted above 
still are equivalent for M. Generally, an extension of a complemented module by 
a complemented module always is weakly complemented, whereas the conversion 
is not valid. 
The fourth section describes modules which satisfy stronger versions of being 
complemented. We call a module M tota!ly complemented if every submodule of 
A4 is complemented. A module M is called supplemented if, for every presentation 
U + X = M, there exists a submodule V of X which is a complement of U in 1:, .
As in the case of complemented modules we can reduce our investigations about 
totally complemented and supplemented modules to radical modules over local 
rings. Theorem 4.5 describes the structure of totally complemented modules: 
Let (R, m) be a local ring and M a non-Artinian, radical, complemented 
module. Let N = M/L(M), Ass(N) = (p,, . . . , p,,) (n 2 1) and Ni the ‘i-primary 
component of N. Then are equivalent: 
(i) M is totally complemented. 
(ii) RIPi is an almost-DVR for all 1 5 i 5 n, and if it is not complete, then Ni is 
couniform and rank(piNilp”Ni) 5 1. 
To describe supplemented modules we proceed as follows (cf. Remark 4.15): 
Let (R, nt) be local and M be a radical complemented R-module. Then we can 
write 154 = A + B, where A is Artinian and cob(p) 2 2 for all p E Cc+ A), while 
coh( p) = 1 for all p E Coass(B). Write B = B, + - l l + B, , where Coass(Ri) = 
{pi}, coh(p,) = 1, and the pi are pairwise different, for all 15 i 5 k. Then M is 
supplemented iff Bi is couniform or totally complemented for all 15 i 5 k. 
1. Couniform modules 
As we mentioned above, a nonzero R-module M is called couniform if every 
strict submodule of M is small in M, i.e. if U 5 M and V C M with U + V= M, 
then V = M. Obviously every nonzero factormodule of a couniform module again 
is couniform, and as a couniform module never has a nontrivial decomposition, 
we conclude from [4, Theorem 2.11: 
Every couniform R-module is minimax. 
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Let M be an R-module. By Ra(M) we denote the intersection of the maximal 
submodules of M. If M = Ra( M), M is called radical. By P(M) we denote the 
sum of all radical submodules of M. If P(M) = 0, M is called reduced. 
Now let M be a couniform R-module. If there is an x $Ra(M), then Rx is not 
small in M, so Rx = M. Then M has exactly one maximal submodule, i.e. the ring 
R/Ann(x) is local. Hence the nonradical couniform R-modules correspond up to 
isomorphism with those factors R/a of R, such that there is only one maximal 
ideal m over a. 
Now let us turn towards radical couniform R-modules. Our first aim is to show 
that we can restrict ourselves to local rings. 
Let &? be the set of all maximal ideals of R. If m E a, M an R-module, we 
denote as in [lo, p. 531 by K,,(M) : = {x E M ] x = 0 or the only maximal ideal 
over Ann(x) is m} as the tn-Zocai comptiplent of M. We call M m-local if 
K,,,(M) = M. This is equivalent to the condition: nt is the only maximal ideal over 
p for every p E Ass(M). In this case M is an R,,-module by the following 
operation: (T/S)X : = TX’ with x = sx’ (r E R, s E R\m). The submodules of M over 
R and over R,,, are identical. 
For K(M)={xEM(R 
K(M) = @,,1Efl 
x is complemented} we always have a decomposition 
K,,,(M) and for a complemented module M we have M = K(M) 
by [lo, Satz 2.3, Satz 2.51. Since a couniform module always is complemented and 
since it never has a nontrivial decomposition, we conclude the following: 
Proposition 1.1. Let M be a couniform R-module. Then M is m-local for some 
111 E 0. 0 
We saw that all couniform modules are minimax modules. In (2) of the next 
proposition we will give a ‘canonical’ decomposition of radical, socle-free 
minimax modules. 
For any R-module M we put as in [ll] Coass(M) = {p E Spec(R) 1 there is an 
Artinian factormodule X of M with Ann(X) = p}. 
Proposition 1.2. ( 1) Let M be a radical, nonzero minimax module. Then, for 
every 5, E Ass(M), cob(p) 5 1. We have n Coass(M) = d(Ann(M)). 
(2) Let M be a radical, socle-free, nonzero minimax module, Ass,(M) = 
1P . . . , JJ,, > with pairwise different Pi. Then M has a decomposition M = 
G$l, Mi, where Mi is the Pi-primary component of M; in particular, we have 
ASS(Mi) = CoaSS(M,) = (pi> 
D;kMi = 0 for all 15 i I n. 
and Ass(M) = Coass( M). There is a k 2 1 with 
roof. (1) The assertions follow immediately from [ 12, Lemma l.l.e] and [12, 
Satz 2.31. 
(2) We show in a first step: 
(i) u Ass(M) = U Coass(M), 
(ii) n Ass(M) = d(Ann(M)). 
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Proof. Let r E R\U Coass(M). Then r operates surjectively on M, but by [12, 
Lemma 1.1 .b] also injectively, so r $ U Ass(M). We therefore have shown 
U Ass(M) C U Coass( M), and by [ 12, Lemma 1.1 .f] the opposite inclusion 
follows in a similar manner. Assertion (ii) is an immediate consequence of [ 12, 
Sat2 1.21. 
Let S:= R\U Ass(M) and be T the ring of quotients R,. By (i) the elements 
of S operate bijectively on M, so M is in a natural way a T-module. Clearly 
fl(T)=#iT,* l . , p,* T} = Ass,(M). Consequently the T-module M is Artinian 
and therefore has a primary decomposition M = @y= 1 Mi, where Mi is the 
pi T-primary component of M for all 1 5 i 5 n. This also is a decomposition of 
R-submodules of M, and since Ass,(Mi)C {p,, . . . , p,,} and (p,T} = 
ASS,(Mi)=(PT ] pEASS,(M,)}, we have Ass,(M,)=(p,.} (lliln). NOW 
each Mi again is a radical, socle-free minimax module, so by (ii) there exists a 
natural number k with p:M, = 0 for all 15 i 5 n. Because Mj[ Pi] = 0 for i # i, Mi 
is the Pi-primary component of M. Again by (i) U Coass(M,) = pi, and since 
pi C p for every JJ E Coass(M,) we have Coass(M,) = {p,} for all 11 i 5 n. Cl 
We now are able to describe the non-Artinian, couniform, R-modules. 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be arbitrary, M a radical, couniform, non-Artinian R-module 
with Coass(M) = (0). 
(a) RlAnn(M) is a local, one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay-ring with the only 
minimal prime ideal p. 
(b) The integral closure (Rip)’ of RID is local. 
(c) MIpM = Q(Rlp). 
(d) There is a submodule V of pQ(RIAnn(M)) with M s Q(RiAnn(M))lV. M 
is socle-free iff V= 0. 
Proof. We may assume Ann(M) = 0 for the whole proof. 
Since M is a minimax module, by ProposItion 1.2( 1) there is an n I 1 with 
p”M = 0, i.e. p” = 0. Consequently p is the only minimal prime ideal of R. Since 
L(M), the sum of all Artinian submodules of M, Is small in M, 
{P) = Coass(M) = Coass(MILM) = Ass(MILM) by Proposition 1.2(l). Conse- 
quently, by Proposition 1.1, R as well as R/p are local with the maximal ideal m; 
by Proposition 1.2(l), R is one-dimensional. Further, R is socle-free, because if 
r E R with rm = 0, one has rM = r(mM) = (rm)M = 0, hence r = 0. Therefore, 
(aj is established. 
If we denote by Q the total ring of quotients, we have Q = R,. For every 
nonzerodivisor r E R we have rM = M: It is rep, hence RlRr Artinian, hence 
mk C Rr for some k 2 1, so M = ntkM C rM C M. Now the proof of [2, Theorem 
4.31 shows that there is an epimorphism Q”‘+ M for some set I. According to 
[12, Folgerung 4.71 M has ACC for radical submodules, so we can assume P to be 
finite. But since M is couniform, we can assume 1 I[ = 1 and therefore M z Q/V 
for some submodule V C Q. 
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Now let us show V C pQ. M/PM is isomorphic to Q/pQ -t V, a factor of 
Q/pQ, the quotient ring of RIP. Since 4” = 0 and since M is not Artinian, M/p M 
is not Artinian either. On the other hand, every strict factor of QlqQ is Artinian, 
so pQ + V= pQ, i.e. V C@Q. Therefore, MlpM s Q/pQ s Q(R/p), which 
shows (c). 
Matlis proves in [2, Theorem 10.5, 2e3]: Let S be a domain, Q(S) its field of 
quotient&. Then Q(S) is counifkm iff the integral closure of S is a discrete 
valuation ring. 
As Q(R/rj is couniform. (b) follows 
It remains to show the last assertion 
socle-free if V= 0. On the other hand0 
nonzerodivisor r E R, hence rV= V. 
hence V= 0. Cl 
immediately with S = R/p. 
of (d). Let M = Q/V. Then clearly M is 
if M is socle-free, ( Q / V)[ r] = 0 for any 
Consequently, VnRCAnn(Q/V)=O, 
Proposition 1.4. Let R be arbitrary, M a radical, non-Artinian minimax module 
with Coass( M) = (~1. If Ml p M is uniform and (Rip j’ is local, then M is 
couniform. 
Proof. p M is small in M, because p”M = 0 for some n 2 1, so it is sufficient to 
prove, that M! p M is couniform. Since Ml L( M) is socle-free and not p-divisible, 
by [12, Lemma l.l.d], (MILM)I&I(MILM) is socle-free and nonzero. Conse- 
quently, M/p M has a socle-free, nonzero factormodule. As Ml p M is uniform, it 
is itself socle-free, and therefore a torsion-free and divisible R/P-module, i.e. 
M/PM z Q(R/p). The properties given for (R/p)’ and [2, Theorem 10.51 now 
show the assertion. Cl 
Itennark 1.5. Let R be a domain, not a field. If its field of quotierzts Q is 
complemented, then Q is already couniform. Therefore, R is one-dimensional and 
its integral closure R ’ is local. 
Proof. We only have to prove the first assertion. So let Q be complemented and 
U s Q. Let V be a complement of U in Q. Then V is divisible, as it is an essential 
cover of Q/U; further, V is torsion-free, hence injective. As Q is uniform and 
V # 0, we conclude V= Q, so U is small in Q. 0 
We now turn towards Artinian couniform modules. Let R be arbitrary and let 
M be an Artinian, couniform R-module. M is m-primary for some maximal ideal 
nt of R. Hence M is in a natural way an fi,,, -module (with the same lattices of 
submodules over R and k,,). The lattice anti-isomorphism from [l, Theorem 4.21 
then shows that a reflexive &,-module N is couniform (uniform) iff its dual 
module No is uniform (couniform). So we conclude: 
The couniform, Artinian, m -primary R-modules correspond via Matlis-duality 
with the uniform, finitely generated modules over the ring A,,, . 
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2, 1 Complemented modules 
Many basic facts about complemented modules can be found in Zoschinger’s 
papers [6] and [lo]. We quote the most important. 
Proposition 2.1 (cf. [6, Lemma 1.31). (a) Every factormodule of a complemented 
module is complemented. 
(b) If A and B are complemented submodules of M. then A + B is corn-- 
plemen ted. 
(c) Let U C M. If U and MIU are complemented and if U has a complement in 
every V with U C V C M, so M as well is complemented. 0 
The next proposition shows how we can restrict ourselves to studying radical 
complemented modules over local rings: 
Proposition 2.2 [lo, Lemma 1.5, Sate 2 5, Satz 2.61. Let M be an R-module. 
(a) For M are equivalent: 
(i) M is complemented. 
(ii) M = K(M) and K,,,(M) is complemented for all 11t E 0. 
(b) M = K(M) e RI p is local for all p E Ass(M). The class of R-modules M 
with M = K(M) therefore is closed under submodules, factormodules, group 
extensions and essential extensions. 
(c) For M are equivalent: 
(i) M is reduced and complemented. 
(ii) M = K(M) and M is coatomic. 
(d) If M is complement ‘, so is every R-module X with P(M) C X C M. Cl 
Note that if R is local, M = K(M) is satisfied automatically. Our next aim is to 
show that every weakly complemented, radical module over a local ring is already 
minimax. 
Proposition 2.3. Let (R, m) be a local, complete domain, M an R-module. Assume 
that Ml P(M) is bounded. Let U C M be a semi-Artinian submodule which has a 
weak complement V in M. Then UIP(U) is bounded. 
Proof,, As U f~ V is small in M it is not faithful by [a, Proposition 1.51. 
Consequently there exists a Donzero r E R with r(U fl V) = 0. Put 0 = 
U/U n Vz MIV. Since there is a nonzero t E R such that t(MIV) C P(MIV), aho 
to C P(U). The commutative diagram 
U-U 
r 
I I 
cp 
id 
rU-rU 
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q?(X) := TX) shows: trU = tcp(u) = cp(to) C (p(PU) C P(rU) C PU. Since 
tr #O, UIPU is bounded. q 
Theorem 2.4. Let (R, m) be local, M radical and weakly complemented. Then M 
is a minimax module. 
Proof. Suppose M is not a minimax module. Then, by [4, Theorem 2.11, A4 has a 
semi-Artinian, non-Artinian factormodule, so we may assume M itself to be 
semi-Artinian and R to be complete. As in the proof of [4, Corollary 1.61, there is 
p E Spec(R) and an epimorphism MI&M+ E[p]“‘, and we may assume p = 0. So 
we have an epimorphism M--, E(‘) and conclude that M’ = E”’ is radical and 
weakly complemented. But its submodule U’ = &EN E[m’] is reduced and 
faithful since Ann(E[m’]) = m’, a contradiction to Proposition 2.3. q 
We now are able to prove that a radical complemented module over a local ring 
is a finite sum of couniform modules. 
Corollary 2.5. Let (R, m) be local. Let M be a complemented R-module. Then 
P(M) is a minimax module and a sum of finitely many couniform modules. 
Furthermore, M = P(M) + X with a coatomic module X. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2(d), P(M) is complemented, hence, by Theorem 2.4, 
P(M) is a minimax module. By [12, Folgerung 3.71, P(M) can be presented as a 
sum of finitely many couniform modules. Let X be a complement of P(M) in M. 
Then X is coatomic, being an essential cover of the coatomic module M/P(M), 
which completes the proof. q 
Remark. The presentation of a complemented, radical minimax module as an 
irredundant sum of couniform modules generaliy is not unique. Let R be a local, 
one-dimensional domain, such that R’ is local (i.e. its field of quotients Q is 
couniform) . Then M = Q x Q/R is complemented and U = {(q, q + R) E 
M]qEQ}zQ. So we have the two presentations M=QHI+OXQ/R= 
Q X 0 + U. Note that in tile second sum both summands are socle-free, whereas 
Q/R is Artinian. 
Our next goal is to give a description of semi-Artinian complemented modules. 
Proposition 2.6. Let U C M be a submodule such that Ml U is reduced. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is complemented. 
(ii) U and MlU are complemented. 
roof. (i) 3 (ii) Clearly M/U is complemented. Since P(M) C U, U is com- 
plemented by Proposition 2.2(d). 
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(ii)+(i) M/U and U/P(U) are reduced and complemented, hence coatomic. 
Consequently M/P(U) is coatomic, too. Further, P(M) = P(U) is complemented 
by Proposition 2.2(d). 
Let in a first step R be local. By Theorem 2.4, P(M) is a minimax module. Let 
N be a finitely generated submodule of P(M) with P(M)/N Artinian. Let W/N be 
a complement of P(M) /N in M/N. Then W/N is coatomic, being an essential 
cover of M/P(M), so W itself is coatomic. Hence M = P(M) + W is com- 
plemented. 
In the second step let R be arbitrary. From Proposition 2.2(a) and (b) we 
conclude M = K(M). K,,(U) is complemented and K,,,(M)/K,,,(U) is coatomic 
for all m E 0, hence, by the first step, K,,,(M) is complemented, so by Proposi- 
tion 2.2(a) M itself is complemented. Cl 
Corollary 2.7. Let M be an R-module, tit,, . . . , m,, E il. Then are equivalent: 
(i) M is complemented. 
( ) ii nr, l l l m ,, M is complemented. 
Proof. M= M/m,- mrlM is reduced and complemented, being a module over 
the Artinian ring Rl m 1 l l l m,,, so the assertion follows from Proposition 2.6. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let (R, m) be local, M an R-module. Then are equivalent: 
(i) M is semi-Artinian and complemented. 
(ii) M = A + B with an Artinian module A and a discrete module B. 
(iii) m”M is Artinian for some n 2 1. 
If M fulfills these conditions, every submodule of M is complemented, too. 
Proof. (i)+(ii) By Theorem 2.4, P(M) is Artinian. Let B be a complement of 
P(M) in M. Then B is coatomic, being an essential cover of M/P(M), and since B 
is semi-Artinian, it is discrete by [9, Satz A]. 
(ii) + (iii) There is n _ > 1 with m”B = 0. Hence m”M = m’A is Artinian. 
(iii) =) (i) Follows from Corollary 2.7. 
The last statement follows immediately from (iii). 0 
Application (cf. [6, Theorem 3.11). Let R be a Hilbert-ring. Then every radical, 
complemented R-module M can be written as M = @,,lER L,,,(M), where every 
summand is Artinian. 
Proof. Since R is a Hilbert-ring, R/p is not local for any p $0. Hence M = 
K(M) = L(M) = @w L,,,(M). Now each L,,,( ,?a) is semi-Artinian, radical and 
complemented over R 1n, hence Artinian by Corollary 2.8. Cl 
Proposition 2.9. Let U be a semi-Artinian submodule of M. Then are equivalent: 
(i) M is complemented. 
(ii) U and M/U are complemented. 
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Proof. Let in the first step R be local with the maximal ideal tn. 
(i) 3 (ii) Clearly Ml U is complemented. M has a coatomic submodule X with 
M = P(M) + X. Hence, by [9, Satz A], there is an n 2 1, such that m”X is finitely 
generated. Consequently, by Theorem 2.4, m”M is a minimax module. There- 
fore, nt”U is Artinian, hence U is complemented, by Corollary 2.7. 
(ii) 3 (i) By Corollary 2.8 there exists n - > 1, such that m”U is Artinian. With 
M/U also nt”M/nt”U is complemented; further, nt”M is complemented by 
Proposition 2.1(c), so M is complemented by Corollary 2.7. 
In the second step let R be arbitrary: 
(i)+(ii) Clearly U = K(U), so by Proposition 2.2(a) it remains to show: 
K,,,(U) is complemented for all nt E 0. Now K,,,(U) is a semi-Artinian sub- 
module of the complemented module K,,,(M), hence KI,,( U ) is complemented by 
the first step. 
(ii)+(i) By Proposition 2.2(b), M = K(M), and as K,,,(U) and K,,,(MIU) are 
complemented and K,,,(MIU) s K,,,(M)/K,,,(U), K,,,(M) is complemented by the 
first step for all nt E 0. Hence M is complemented by Proposition 2.2(a). Cl 
Putting U = L(M) we conclude: An R-module M is complemented iff L(M) and 
M/L(M) are complemented. 
We have seen that a radical complemented module over a local ring is a 
minimax module. The following theorem gives a criterion when a radical minimax 
module is complemented: 
Theorem 2.10. Let M be a radical minimax module. Then are equivalent: 
(i) M is complemented. 
(ii) (RIP)‘, the integral closure of Rip, is local for every p E Ass(M). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) For every m E Ass(M) f~ J-2 the ring (Rl m)’ = Rl III is local, SO 
because of Ass(MILM) = Ass(M)\Cn we may assume M to be socle-free. By 
Proposition 1.2(2) we can write M = @y= 1 Mi with AsS(Mi) = Coass(Mi) = {Pi} 7 
COh(Oi) = 1 and Pi pairwise different for 1 5 i 5 n, NOW Mil PiMi is a torsion-free, 
divisible R/pi-module (cf. [12, Lemma l.l.d]) for every 15 i 5 It. Consequently 
there is a factormodule of Mi which is isomorphic to Qi = Q(R/pi). Therefore, Qi 
is complemented, so the assertion follows from Remark 1.5. 
(ii) 3(i) L(M) is Artinian, so by Proposition 2.1(c) it remains to show, that 
Ml LM is complemented. So let M be socle-free. As in ‘(i) 3 (ii)’ we can write 
M = @y= 1 Miy and it is sufficient to show the assertion for every Mi. SO let n = 1, 
Ass(M) = {p}. We can assume M to be faithful over R. From dim(RIP) = 1 and 
p”’ = 0 (m 2 0) we conclude dim(R) = 1, and since R/p is local, R itself is local. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, R is a Cohen-Macaulay-ring. Define Q = R, . 
Then M is an Artinian, i.e. finitely generated Q-module as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.2(2). Hence there is a Q-epimorphism Q” + M (k E N), which is also 
R-linear. Since by Proposition 1.4, RQ is couniform, RM is complemented. Cl 
Colrrlifori?l nrd t 
Corollary 2.11. Let M be a minimax 
(i) M is complemented. 
(ii) MIP(M) is finitely generated, 
(R/p)’ is local for all 0 E Ass(P(M)). 
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module. Then are equivalent: 
R/p is local for all 11 E Ass(MIP(M)), and 
(iii) Ml P( M) is complemented and P(M) I&J P( M) is complemented for all 
&I E Ass( P( M)). 
Proof. (i) + (iii) This follows from Proposition 2.2(d). 
(iii) + (ii) M/P(M) is reduced and complemented and a minimax module, 
hence finitely generated. The assertion about Ass(MIP( M)) follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.2(b). Now let p E Ass(P(M)). If p E a, the assertion is clear. So let p jZ a 
and X= P(M)IL(P(M)). By [12, Lemma l.l.d], XlpXs P(M)I@P(M) + 
L(P(M))), so X/pX is socle-free. Furthermore, by Proposition 1.2(2), p E 
Coass(X), so X/ pX # 0. Consequently P(M) 1 p P(M) is not semi-Artinian, so 
P E As@(M) W’(M)), as cob@) = 1. By Theorem 2.10, (RIP)’ therefore is 
local as desired. 
(ii) + (i) Since MI P(M) is complemented by Proposition 2.2(c), it suffices by 
Proposition 2.6 to show that P(M) is complemented, which follows immediately 
from Theorem 2.10. El 
Corollary 2.12. Let M be complemented, U a submodule. If UIP(U) is coatomic, 
then U is complemented. In particular, every rrdical submodule of M is com- 
plemen ted. 
Proof. Let U/P(U) be coatomic. Because of M = K(M), by Proposition 2.2(b), 
UlP(U) = K(UIP(U)), so UlP( U) is complemented by Proposition 2.2(c). By 
Proposition 2.6 it is sufficient to show that P(U) is complemented. So let U be 
radical. In U = @ mER K,,,(U) the assertion only needs to be proved for every 
summand K,,,(U), and since the latter is contained in the complemented module 
P(K,,( M)), we may assume R to be local with the only maximal ideal m and M to 
be radical. Consequently M is a minimax module by Theorem 2.4, so U is 
complemented by Theorem 2.10. Cl 
3. Weakly complemented modules 
In this chapter we describe the structure of weakly complemented modules. 
Obviously all essential covers of complemented modules are weakly com- 
plemented. The following theorem, on the other hand, shows that over a local 
ring (R, m) every weakly complemented module is an essential cover of a 
complemented module. 
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Theorent 3.1. Let (R, III) be a local ring. For an R-module M are equivalent: 
(i) M is weakly complemented. 
(ii) In every submodule V of M, mV has a complement in V. 
(iii) M is an essential cover of a complemented module. 
(iv) Every semi-Artinian factormodule of M is complemented. 
(v) M is an extension of a complemented module by a complemented module. 
(vi) M = A -I- B with a minimax module A and a discrete module B. 
proof. (i) + (vi) By Theorem 2.4 every radical factormodule of M is a minimax 
module, so (vi) follows from [4, Theorem 3.31. 
(vi) + (ii) M has a coatomic submodule U such that M 1 U is Artinian. Let V be 
an arbitrary submodule of M. We have to show that mV has a complement in V. 
AS V/V n U is Artinian, its radical has a complement X/V n U. As a complement 
of a radical, X/V n U is coatomic, so X is also coatomic. Therefore, X is 
complemented and ntV + X = V. We can now choose a complement Y of mV n X 
in X, and this Y also is a complement of IHV in V. 
(ii) 3 (iv) As (ii) is inherited by factormodules, we may assume M to be 
semi-Artinian. By Corollary 2.8 we have to prove that nt”M is Artinian for some 
n r: 1. Suppose the contrary. Then we construct by induction a submodule 
Y = @F=, Ryi of M with miRyi # 0 for all i 10. Since inM # 0, there is a y, E M 
with mRy, # 0. If we have already found yl, - . . , y,, as desired, define Y, = 
RY,@ ~~~~Ry,.LetWbeamaximalelementintheset{VCM~V~Y,=O}. 
Then Ml W is Artinian, so m ‘?‘I0m”+‘W is also Artinian, hence m”+‘W # 0. 
Therefore, we can choose a Y,+~ E W with II?R~,+~ # 0. 
Now by (ii) nt Y has a complement in Y, i.e. there is a discrete module X in Y 
with ut Y + X = Y. As mkX = 0 for some k 2 1, m”Y is a radical submodule of the 
reduced module Y, so m”Y = 0, a contradiction. 
(iv) 3 (vi) By [4, Theorem 3.31 it is sufficient to show that every radical 
factormodule M’ of M is a minimax module. Suppose that M’ is radical and not a 
minimax module. By [4, Theorem 2.11 we may assume M’ to be of infinite 
Goldie-dimension. Then M’ has a semi-Artinian factormodule of the same 
dimension, a contradiction to (iv) ahd Theorem 2.4. 
(vi) 3 (iii) There is an n 2 1 such that m”M is a minimax module. Choose 
a finitely generated module U C m”M such that m”MIU is Artinian. Now 
~“Mht U is Artinian, too, so the exact sequence O* tn’*Ml mU - Ml mU + 
Mht”M ---) 0 shows that MImU is complemented, and clearly mU is small in M. 
(iii) 3 (i) The property ‘weakly complemented’ is inherited by essential covers. 
(vi)+(v) There is a coatomic, hence complemented submodule U of A4 such 
that M/U is Artinian. 
(v) 3 (vi) Let U and Ml U be complemented. Then these modules satisfy (vi), 
and so does M by [4, Theorem 3.31. 0 
emark. The last theorem shows that, over a local ring R, the class of weakly 
complemented R-modules is closed under submodules, factormodules, group 
extensions and essential covers. 
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Corollary 3.2. Let (R, In) be local and complete. T~CFI the classes of 
- totally complemented R-modules 
- supplemented R-modules 
- complemented R-modules 
- weakly complemented R-modules 
are iden tical. 
Proof. Let M be weakly complemented. So by Theorem 3.1, U is a sum of a 
minimax module and a discrete module. As R is complete every minimax module 
is linearly compact, hence U is complemented. Therefore, M is totally com- 
plemented, which completes the proof. Cl 
Next we are going to study weakly complemented modules over an arbitrary 
ring R. I\S in [l.?, Chapter 11, we denote by X(R) the class of all R-modules 
which are extensions of coatomic by semi-Artinian R-modules. 
Proposition 3.3. (a) If M is weakly complemented, so is the R,,,-module M,,, for all 
m E 0. Particularly, M,,, E %‘( R,,,). 
(b) If M is semi-Artinian and weakly complemented, then M is already com- 
plemen ted. 
Proof. (a) Let X C Mill, U C M with UIll = X and let V be a weak complement of 
U in M. Then V,I, + I/n, = Mill, and by 19, Lemma 4. l] VII, n U,,, is small in M,,, , so 
VIII is a weak complement of U,,, in M,,. Consequently the RI,,-module M,,, is an 
extension of a coatomic by an Artinian RI,,-module by Theorem 3.1. 
(b) Every primary component of M is again weakly complemented as a direct 
summand of M. Therefore, it is complemented by Theorem 3.1. Since M = 
K(M), M is complemented by Proposition 2.2(a). 0 
The next proposition will generalize some of the equivalences of Theorem 3.1 
on radical modules over arbitrary rings: 7 
Proposition 3.4. For a radical R-module M are equivalent: 
(i) M is weakly complemented. 
(ii) M is an essential cover of a complemented module. 
(iii) M is an extension of a coatomic module by a semi-Artinian, ,nomplemented 
module. 
(iv) M,,, is an R,,,-minimax module for all 1tt E 0. 
(v) M,,, is a weakly complemented R,,,-module for all nt E J-2. 
Proof. (iii) 3 (ii) + (i) * (v) 3 (iv) f o ows 11 from the preceding section, and 
(iv) 3 (iii) follows from [4, Theorem 3.81. Cl 
As we could prove [4, Proposition 3.61 only under the restriction that there is a 
bound on the coheight of the associated prime ideals of M, our description of 
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arbitrary weakly complemented modules is confined to rings of finite Krull- 
dimension. 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be of finite KruIl-dimension. Therj for an R-module M are 
equivalent: 
(i ) M is weakly complemented. 
(ii ) M is an essential cover of a complemented module. 
(iii) M has a small, coatomic submodule U such that M J U is semi-Artinian and 
complemented. 
(iv) Mi Ra( M) is semi-simple and every semi-Artinian factormodule of M is 
complemented. 
(v) MJRa(M) is semi-simple and the R,,,-module M,,, is weakly complemented 
for all Ilt E 0. 
Proof. (i) 3 (iii) By Proposition 3.3, Mill E X(R,,,) for all n-t E In= Therefore, by 
[4, Proposition 3.61, M E X(R), so M has a coatomic submodule V with semi- 
Artinian factor M/V. Let W be a weak complement of V in M, M = M/V n W. 
Then v is weakly complemented as it is a factormodule of M, so v/Ra(v) is 
semi-simple. W z M/V is semi-Artinian and complemented and Ra( v) is small in 
I? hence we obtain an essential epimorphism M + w CB & I%’ x v/Ra(l/) onto a 
complemented, semi-Artinian module. If its kernel is denoted by U, we have 
U/V n W = Ra( v), and since all subquotients of V are coatomic, U is also 
coatomic. 
(iii) 3 (ii) * (i) rJ (v) Clear. 
(v) 3 (iv) Since (v) is inherited by factormodules we may assume M to be 
semi-Artinian. It is sufficient to prove that every primary component of M is 
weakly complemented. But for every m E 0, L,,(M) is an R,-module in a 
natural way, so by (v) we are done. 
(iv) 3 (ii) The R,,,-module M,, again satisfies (iv) for all n-t E a, so by Theorem 
3.1 it is in %‘(R,,,). By [4, Proposition 3.61, M E X’(R), so there is a coatomic 
submodule U of M such that M/U is semi-Artinian. Now U’ = Ra(M) n U is 
small in M and UI U ’ is semi-simple as it is a submodule of MIRa( M). Therefore, 
M/U’ is complemented by Proposition 2.9, so M is an essential cover of a 
complemented module. Cl 
We saw in Theorem 3.1 over local rings, that M is weakly ccmplemented iff it is 
an extension of a complemented module by a complemented module. This is no 
longer trite over arbitrary rings. The next proposition characterizes modules 
which satisfy the latter ctindttion: 
Proposition 3.6. For an R-module M are equivalent: 
(i) M is an extension of a complemented module by a complemented module. 
(ii) M = K(M) and M,,, is a weakly complemented R,,,-module for all nr E 0. 
(iii ) M is ail extensiorz of a coatomic, complemented rnodlcle by a !ocarr\~ 
Ahian module. 
(iv) M is an extension of a small complemented module b)t a cm~p~eme~ted 
module. 
The class of R-modules which satisfy these conditions is closed under mb- 
ules, factormodules, and group extensions. It is contained irt the c/ass af 
weakly complemented R-modules. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) By Proposition 2.2(b), M = K(M). If U C M and U and M/U are 
complemented, then every component K,,,(U) and K,,,( M / U ) s K,,,(M) / K,,,( U ) 
are complemented. Consequently M,,, z K,,,(M) is an extension of a com- 
plemented by a complemented R,,,-module, so it is weakly complemented by 
Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) + (iii) We have M = @ l,lER K,,,(M). By Theorem 3.1 there is a coatomic 
submodule C(m) such that K,,,(M)/C(nt) is Artinian. Now C = $nIEfj C(m) is 
coatomic and complemented and M/C is locally Artinian as desi-ed. 
(iii) 3 (iv) Let U be a coatomic, complemented submodule cf M such that Ml U 
is locally Artinian. Then Ra(U) is small in M and it is coatomic and com- 
plemented. As U/Ra( U) is semi-simple, M/ Ra( U ) therefore is complemented by 
Proposition 2.9. 
(iv) + (i) Clear. Cl 
Example. The Z-module M = UJ! is weakly complemented. As K(Q) = 0, Q does 
not contain any complemented submodules, so Q is not an extension of a 
complemented module by a complemented module. The example Z C Q also 
shows that over arbitrary rings the property ‘weakly complemented’ is not 
inherited by submodules. 
4. Totally complemented and supplemented modules 
In this chapter we will give characterizations of modules which satisfy stronger 
versions of the ‘complemented’ property. We defined totally complemented and 
supplemented modules in the Introduction. Note that every linearly compact 
module is totally complemented and every totally complemented module is 
supplemented. 
If M is complemented, then M is the direct sum of its lrt-local components. By 
Proposition 2.2(b), this is also true for every submodule of M, so by Proposition 
2.2(a) we have: A complemented module is supplemented (totally 
complemented) iff every of its at-local components is supplemented (totally 
complemented). Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to studying modules over 
local rings. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let R be arbitrary. For an R-module M are equivalent: 
(i ) M is totally complemented. 
(ii) L(M) is complemented and MI L(M) is totally complemented. 
(iii) P(M) is totally complemented and MIP(M) i,r complemented. 
Proof. (i) +(ii) and (i) +(iii). Clear. 
(ii)+(i) Let IJ C M. Then U/L(U) is 
M/L(M), and L(U) is semi-Artinian and 
by Proposition 2.9. 
complemented as it is a submodule of 
complemented, so U is complemented 
(iii) 3 (i) Let U C M. Then P(M) n U is complemented and U/P(M) n U is 
coatomic as it is a submodule of MI P( M). Therefore, U is complemented by 
Proposition 2.6. q 
The last proposition shows that for totally complemented modules it will be 
sufficient to study socle free, radical, complemented modules. ‘n the following 
proposition, M is even couniform. Then, by Theorem 1.3, R/Ann(M) is a local, 
one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay-ring. 
As in [5, p. 1941 we define: A one-dimensional, local domain R is called almost 
discrete valuation ring (short: almost-DVR), if its integral closure is a discrete 
valuation domain which is finitely generated as an R-module. By [2, Theorem 7.11 
R is an almost-DVR iff every strict submodule of the quotient field Q(R) is 
finitely generated. 
Proposition 4.2. Let (R, nt) be local, M a socle-free, radical, couniform R-module, 
Coass(M) = (p}. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is totally complemented. 
(ii) RIP is an almost-DVR, and if R/p is not complete, we have 
rank(yMIp’M) 5 1. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the proposition in the case Ann(M) = 0. Then, by 
Theorem 1.3, M s R, and R is a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay-ring with the 
only minimal prime ideal p. Let I be the smallest positive integer such that p’ = 0. 
Note that R is complete iff R/p is complete. 
(i) 3 (ii) QUW) is totally complemented since it is isomorphic to M/p M. 
Every strict submodule of Q(R/p) is reduced, hence coatomic, hence finitely 
generated. Consequently, R/p is an almost-DVR. 
P M/$M is also totally complemented and radical. By [ 12, Lemma l.l.d] it is 
socle-free. Since dim( R1 p) = 1, we thus have p Ml pzM s Q( RI p)” for some n 2 0. 
KOW if R/p is not complete we have n 5 1, as in this case Q( R/p)’ is not even 
supplemented by [S, Satz 2.21. 
(ii) + (i) If R is complete, every minimax module is linearly compact, hence 
totally complemented. Now let R/p be an almost-DVR and rank(pMlp2M) 5 1. 
If I= 1, i.e. if p = 0, then M z Q(R/ p), so M is couniform and every strict 
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submodule of M is finitely generated. Therefore, M is totally complemented. SO 
let kl. 
Assertion. $MI$+‘M z Q(R/o) for all 15 i < 1. 
Proof Let Q = R,. Theorem I.3 shows M s Q, and this mapping is also an 
isomorphism of Q-modules. By (ii), &Wl$M is Q-cyclic, so the maximal ideal 
pQ of Q is cyclic. Consequently all powers $M are cyclic, too, so 
piQlpi+‘Q s Q(R/p) for all 15 i C 1. 
Now let U $ M. We must show that U is complemented. Since PI = 0 there is a 
smallest k 2 1 such that $M C U. p’+‘M is small in pi& for all () 5 i < k. 
Therefore, 
(p’M n U)/(p”“M n u) = (phz n u + pi+lM)ipi+l~ 
s p’Ml$+‘M s Q(RIp) . 
Consequently ($M n U)/(p’+‘M n U) is finitely generated. By composing these 
factors we see that UJ$M is also finitely generated. Consequently there is a 
finitely generated submodule A CU such that U=p”M+A, so U is 
complemented. Cl 
Corollary 4.3. Let (R, nt) be local, M an R-module with Coass(M) = (t-1)‘) p”M = 
0 for some n ~1, cob(p) = 1. If Ml$M is totally complemented, then M is also 
to tally complemented. 
Proof. We may assume M to be faithful over R, so p” = 0. Since MI$M is a 
minimax module M itself is minimax. If Rl p is complete, then R is also complete, 
so every minimax module is totally complemented. So suppose RIP is not 
complete. (M/L(M)) /p*(M/L(M)) is a factormodule of MI$M, hence totally 
~nm-lmnch”+t3rl &U&ah p,rra..r.rb_u, and as L(M) is Artinian we may assume M to be socle-free by 
Proposition 4. I. Then by [ 12, Lemma 1.1 .d], M/p M is also socle-free, hence 
isomorphic to Q(R/p) as in the proof of ‘(i)+(ii)’ of Proposition 4.2. So M/PM 
is couniform, hence its essential cover M is also couniform and the assertion 
follows immediately from Proposition 4.2. cl 
Proposition 4.4. Let M be a minimax module, M = K, + * l l + K,, , Coass( Ki) = 
{Pi}, COh(pi) = 1, pi pairwise different, for all 1 5 is m. Then r//~~~, (I/ n Ki) is 
finitely generated for all U C M. 
If U is radical, we therefore have U = c Fe, (U n Ki ). 
Proof. We conclude from [12, Satz 2.31 that there is n 2 0 such that O:! Ki = 0 for 
all 15 i 5 m. Choose ti E (fIjgi Pr)\oi for all 15 i 5 m. Then tiKj = 0 for i #i 
and tiM = ti Ki = Ki. So ti U C U n Ki, and since U is minimax it is sufficient to 
show that Ul(zy=l tiU> is coatomic. 
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Suppose the contrary. Then there is V with zyl, tJJ C V s U such that U/V is 
radical. We may assume U/V to be couniform and Artinian. Let Coass(U/V) = 
(p). Since p’,’ - - $:,U =0 we have p1 l 0 l P,~ C p, and as p $? 0 we conclude p = pi 
fOr some i. 
Because the ring Rl(py + (ti)) is Artinian, there exist n-t,, . . . , mk E i2 with 
nt 1 l l l nt, C py + (ti). Let fl = n-t, 9 l l tn,. AS U/V is divisible by each pi ( j # i) we 
have p:’ U C V. Therefore, U = aU + V= #U + tJI + V= V, U/V= 0, which is a 
contradiction. q 
We now are ready to describe the structure of totally complemented modules. 
Theorem 4.5. Let (R, tn) be a local ring, M a radical minimax module, N = 
M/L(M). 
( 1) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is totally complemented. 
(ii) NipIN is totally complemented for all p E Coass(N). 
(2) Let M = A + B, where A and B are radical and totally complemented. 
Assume Coass(A) fl Coass( B ) = 8. Then M is also totally complemented. 
(3) Let N = @yzI Ni, Ass(N,) = Coass(N;) = {pi}, COh(pi) = 1, pi pairwise dif- 
ferent. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is totally complemented. 
(ii) For 1~ i 5 n the ring RIPi is an almost-DVR, and if it is not complete, then 
Ni is couniform and rank(piNilp~Ni) 5 1. 
Proof. (1) (i) + (ii) Clear. 
(ii) 3 (i) Because of Proposition 4.1 it is sufficient to prove the assertion for N, 
so we may assume M to be socle-free and nonzero. By Proposition 1.2(b), 
M = @= 1 Mi with Coass(M,) = {pi}, pi pairwise different and cob@) = 1 for all 
1:isn. ThenCoass(M)={p,,.. . , p,,} and MlpfM s MiIp:Mi (15 i 5 n), SO 
we conclude from (ii) and from Corollary 4.3 that Mi is totally complemented for 
all 1 s i C= n. Now let U C M. By Proposition 4.4 there is a finitely generated 
submodule V of U with U = V + EYE1 (U n Mi), so U is complemented. 
(2) Again it is sufficient to prove the assertion in the case of L(M) = 0. We will 
show that M satisfies property (l)(ii). So let p E Coass(M). Then either p E 
Coass( A) or p E Coass( B). We may assume p E Coass( A). Since coh( p) = 1, p is 
not contained in U Coass( B) by Proposition 1.2, so B is divisible by p* There- 
fore, MI$M = (A + B)I($A + B), and this module is totally complemented as it 
is isomorphic to a factormodule of A. 
(3) (i) + (ii) We may assume n = 1. Clearly N is totally complemented. If R/p 
is complete we are done, so let us assume that RIP is not complete. Since N/p N is 
radical and socle-free 5: [r L. C,ermna l.l.d] WY have NlpN E Q(R/J$ for some 
k 2 1. But as Q( RIP)’ is not even tqplemented +ve have k = 1, so N is couniform 
by Remark 1 S, and because p/V is small in N, N itself is couniform. The 
remaining assertions therefore follow from Proposition 4.2. 
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(ii) + (i) Because of Proposition 4.1(b) it is sufficient to prove that N is totally 
complemented, and because of (2) we may assume again IZ = 1. There is j 2 1 
such that p’N = 0. Now if Rl p is complete, so is the ring Rl p I, hence N is linearly 
compact and therefore totally complemented. But if RIP is not complete, then N 
is totally complemented by (ii) and Proposition 4.2. Cl 
Let us now turn towards supplemented modules. The following proposition 
collects some basic properties about supplemented modules. It alsc shows how 
the property ‘supplemented’ differs from the stronger property ‘totally com- 
plemented’ . 
Proposition 4.6. Let R be arbitrary. 
(a) For an R-module M the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is supplemented. 
(ii) Every submodule U of M has a presentation U = V + W such that V is 
complemented and W is small in M. 
(iii) For every submodule U of M there exists a complemented submodule X of 
U such that U/X is small in MIX. 
(b) Let M be complemented. Then M is supplemented iff P(M) is supplemented. 
(c) Let M be radical and complemented. Then the folio wing statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is supplemented. 
(ii) If U is a submodule of M such that P(U ) is small in M, then U itself is small 
in M. 
Proof. (a) This is [7, Satz 2.1.A]. 
(b) Let N be a complement of P(M) in M. Then N is coatomic by Proposition 
2.2(c). 
(*) Let U C P(M). By (a) there are submodules V,W of U such that V is 
complemented, W is small in M and U = V + W. We want to show that W is 
already sm 111 in U. So let XC P(M) with W + X = P(M). Then W + X + N = M, 
X+N=M,P(M)=X+(NnP(M)), and as every submodule of N is coatomic, 
we conclude P(M) = X. So W is small in P(M), hence P(M) is complemented by 
0 a. 
(+) Because of M = @I,,ER K,,,(M) and P(K,,,(M)) = K,(P(M)) we may 
assume R to be local. Let U C M. We will again show that (a)(ii) holds for U: 
Let us first prove that there is a coatomic submodule A of U with 
U = (U n P(M)) + A UI(U n P(M)) + (U n N) is finitely generated since it is 
coatomic as a subfactor of MIP( M) and minimax as a subfactor of P(M). 
Consequently there is a finitely generated submodule B of U such that U = (U n 
P(M))+(NnU)+B. DefineA=(NnU)+B. 
Now by the hypothesis and (a) there is a presentation U n P(M) = V + W with 
V complemented and W small in P(M). Then certainly w is small in M and 
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V + A is complemented, so U = (V + A) + W is a presentation of the required 
type* 
(c) (i) 3 (ii) Let U C A4 with P(U) small in M and V C M with M = U + V. 
Then there exists X C U such that X is a complement of V in M. So X is radical, 
XC P(U), M = P(U) + V, M = V. Therefore, U is small in M. 
(ii) 5 (i) We show again that (a)(ii) holds for M. So let U C M, let X be a 
complement of P(U) irl M. Then U = P(U) + (Xn U). Define W= Xn U. Then 
P(W) C P(U) f7 X, so 2(W) is small in M, hence by (ii), W itself is small in M. 
Now, by Corollary 2.12, P(U) is complemented, so U = P(U) + ‘W is a presenta- 
tion of the required type. Cl 
Proposition 4.7. Let (R, ttt) be ZOC~, M = K, + l l l + K,,, , Coass(Ki) = {I}) 
coh(pi) = 1, Pi pairwise different, for all 1 5 i C= m. Then M is supplemented iff 
each of the Ki (15 i 5 m) is supplemented. 
Proof. (3) With ti from the proof of Proposition 4.4 we have tiM = Ki for all 
15 i 5 m, so the Ki are supplemented as they are factormodules of M. 
(t) As each of the Ki is minimax we may apply Proposition 4.4. So if U C M 
there is a finitely generated submodule N of U such that U = CE 1 (Ki n U) + N. 
By Proposition 4.6(a) there are submodules Ai, Bi of Ki such that Ai is com- 
plemented, Bi is small in Ki and Ki fI U = A i + Bi ( 15 i 5 m). Therefore, U = 
(N + C~~l Ai) + C~~1 Bi, where the first summand is complemented and the 
second is small in M. q 
Next we will give an example for a module M = A @ B such that A is Artinian, 
B is supplemented, but M is not supplemented. 
Proposition 4.8. Let N be radical, V g U C N, such that U is reduced and U/V is 
radical. Then M = N x (UIV) is not supplemented. 
Proof. x = {(et, Lb : !I) ] u E U} is a submodule of M which is isomorphic to U, 
hence reduced. Since M = X + (N x 0), X is not small in M, so M is not 
supplemented by Proposition 4.6(c). 0 
Now let R be a local, one-dimensional domam such that R’ is local, but not 
finitely generated as an R-module. Then N = Q(R) is couniform by [2, Theorem 
IOS], and since R’ is not coatomic there is a submodule V of R’ such that R’IV is 
radical and nonzero. We may assume additionalhI that R’/V is Artinian. Then 
M = N x (R’IV) is the announced example by the foregoing proposition. 
roposition 4.9. Let A be a small submodule of M which is linearly compact. 
Then, if MIA is supplemented, so is M. 
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Proof. Let U,V be submodules of M with M = L’ t V. We are looking for a 
submodule of V which is a complement of U in M. Since U and U + A have the 
same complements in M we may assume A C U. Now by the hypothesis there 
exists W wSrn A C W C V + A such that W/A is a complement of U/A in M/A. As 
W = A + (V n W) and as A is linearly compact there is X C V n W which is a 
complement of A in W. Now the essential epimorphism X-+ W/A+ M/U shows 
that X is a complement of U in M, and clearly X C V. Cl 
As in [12, p. 231, we call an R-module M simple-radical if M is radical and 
nonzero, but no strict nonzero submodule of M is radical. In order to prove the 
next theorem we need the following lemma which is an immediate consequence of 
[2, Corollary 8.91: 
Lemma 4.10. Let (R, nr) be a one-dimensional, local Cohen-Mcaulay-ring, let Q 
be its total ring of quotients. Then if A is an Artinian, simple-radical R-module, 
Hom,(A, Q/R) #O. Cl 
Theorem 4.11. Let (R, m) be local, M radical and supplemented, Coass(M) = 
(p>. Then M is couniform or totally complemented. 
Proof. Suppose M is neither couniform nor totally complemented. Then M is not 
Artinian, i.e. M = M/L(M) # 0. As M is minimax, R ‘Ann(M) cannot be com- 
plete, as otherwise M is linearly compact, hence totally complemented. Since 
Coass(M) = {o}, cob(p) = 1 and p”M = 0 for some n 2 1 by Proposition 1.2, so 
R/Ann(M) is a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay-ring. We may assume M to be 
faithful over R. Then R/p is r,ot complete, either. As in the proof of Proposition 
4.2, n?lpiI? s Q(R/p)” for some n I 1, and as Q(R/p)’ is not supplemented by [8, 
Satz 2.21 we have n = 1. Consequently M/PM is couniform by Remark 1 S, hence 
the essential cover M is also couniform. 
Now L(M) is not small in M since we have assumed M to be not couniform. 
Let N be a complement of L(M) in M. Then N/L(N) z ‘0, L(M)IL(N) # 0 and 
M/L(N) = NIL(N)@ L(M)IL(N) is supplemented, but not totally complemen- 
ted by Proposition 4.1. So we may assume I,(N) = 0. Now M has a nontrivial 
&composition M = N $ L(M), where N is a cIJuniform submodule which is not 
totally complemented by Proposition 4.1. 
We prove in a first step that R/p is an almost-DVR: M/PM s N@N X 
L(M)IpL(M) is supplemented and none of the summands is zero. Considering 
this factormodule of M we may assume p - 0. Let Q be the quotient-field of R. 
Then, as R is not complete and N is torsion-free and divisible, N Z Q. By [& 
Theorem 5.51, there exists a simple-radical factormodule A of L(M), further by 
Lemma 4.10 there is X with R c X C Q and an epimorphism A --, X/R. Now the 
induced epimorphism M+ Q x X/R shows that Q x X/R is supplemented, SO by 
Proposition 4.8, X cannot be reduced, hence X = Q. Consequently Q/R is a 
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simple radical module as it is an epimorphic image of A, hence by [2. Theorem 
7.11 R is an almost-DVR. 
Second step: As N is not totally complemented, by Proposition 4.2 we have 
rank(pNlp?‘V) ~2, hence there must be a submodule of pN/P’N which is 
isomorphic to Q(R/P)~. As R/p is not complete by [8, Satz 2.21, Q(R/p)’ has a 
reduced, but noncoatomic submodule. Therefore, Nl p2N also has a reduced, 
noncoatomic submodule U. Now we may choose V in U such that U/V is Artinian 
and simple radical. As above let A be a simple radical factormodule of L(M). By 
Lemma 4.10 there is an epimorphism A- Q/R, by [2, Theorem 5.51 there is an 
epimorphism Q/R + U/V, so finally there is an epimorphism M-, NI$N x U/V. 
Consequently NIP’N x U/V is supplemented, which is a contradiction to Proposi- 
tion 4.8. Cl 
Lemma 4.12, (a) Let U C M, Coass( U) n Coass(M) = 8. Then U is small in M. 
(b) Let f : X- Y be an epimorphism whose kernel K has a complement in any 
module 2 with KC Z C X. Then f(P(X)) = P(Y). 
Proof. (a) Let U + W= M. Then M/W is a factormodule of U, so 
Coass(MIW) C Coass(M) n Coass(U) = 8, hence M/W= 0. 
(b) We may consider f to be the canonical surjection X-, X/K. Define 
Z/K = P(XIK), so P(X) + KC Z. Now K has a complement K’ in Z, and since 
K’ C P(X), we conclude P(X) + K = Z. Cl 
The following proposition is a preparation for Theorem 4.14. Its assertion will 
be generalized in Theorem 4.14(2). 
Proposition 4.13. Let (R, m) be local, M = A + B. Let B be supplemented and 
radical, Coass( B) = {p , , . . . , p,,}, coh(p,) = 1, pi pairwise different, for all 15 
i 5 n. Let A be Artinian and radical and let Coass(A) n Coass( B) = 0. 
Then M is supplemented. 
Proof. Let C be 2 complement of A in M. Then A f7 C is Artinian and small in M, 
so by Proposition 4.9 it is sufficient to prove that M/A n C is supplemented. Now 
M/A n C = A/A n C 6l3 C/A n C and each summand respectively satisfies the 
assumptions made for A and B, so we may assume M = A @ B. 
Let U C M, P(U) small in M. By Proposition 4.6(c) we have to show that U is 
small in M. Let rrA : M+ A and 7~~ : M+ B be the canonical projections, 
c’, = n*(U), U, = Q(U). Then it TGll be sufficient to show that UA is small in A 
and U, is small in B. 
There is k 2 1 such that a B = 0 with a = (p, - - l p,$ Then aM C A. Let 
X = P(aU), then au/X is Artinian and reduced, hence of finite length. Conse- 
quently there is m 2 1 with m”aU C X, so a’“” 
fore am+* 
UcXcP(U)nA, and there- 
U is small in A. Let V=,‘n+lUA = 7r,Jum+*U) =a”+%. Now it is 
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sufficient to show that U,lV is small in A/V. But as U,/V is annihilated by CX”‘+~, 
we have Coass(U,JV)C {&,. . . , p,,, IX}, so 
Coass(AIV) n Coass(&/V) C Coass(A) n {p,, . . . , p,), nr} = 0, 
and we are done by Lemma 4.12(a). 
The restriction U+ Ue of vB is surjective and has the Artinian kernel A n U. 
So, by Lemma 4.12(b), P(Us) = nB(P(U)), which is small in B. Therefore, U, is 
small in B by Proposition 4.6(c). Cl 
Theorem 4.14. Let (R, m) be a local ring. M a radical minimax module, N = 
M/L(M). 
(1) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is supplemented. 
(ii) Mlp’M is supplemented for every p E Coass(N). 
(2) Let M = A + B, where A and B are radical and supplemented. Assume 
Coass(A) n Coass(B) = 8. Then M is also supplemented. 
Proof. (1) (i) 3 (ii) Clear. 
(ii) + (i) N is a radical, socle-free minimax module, so by Proposition 1.2 we 
have Ass(N) = Coass( N). So by (ii), M&M is complemented for every p E 
Ass(M), hence M is complemented by Corollary 2.11. Therefore, M is a sum of 
finitely many radical, couniform submodules by Corollary 2.5. We define B to be 
the sum of all those summands whose coassociated prime-ideal has coheight one. 
Let A be a complement of B in M. Then A is an essential cover of M/B, so 
Coass(A) can contain only prime-ideals of coheight two or more. Consequently, 
by Proposition 1.2, we have Coass( A /L(A)) = 0, hence A is Artinian. The 
intersection C = A n B therefore IS Artinian and small in M, so by Proposition 
4.9 it will be sufficient to show that M/C is supplemented. Now (M/C)/ 
L(MIC) = M/L(M), so (ii) holds for M/C respectively, and we therefore may 
assume C = 0. 
Let Coass( B) = {p 1, . . . , p,,} with pairwise different pi. For every 11 i 5 n, 
define Ki to be the sum of those couniform components of B which have Pi 
coassociated. Then B = K, + l l l + K,, and Coass(K,) = (pi} for all 11 i 5 n. By 
Proposition 4.7 and Proposition 4.13 it remains to show that Ki is supplemented 
for all 15 i 5 n. 
There is k 2 1 with p,“K, = 0 for all 15 i 5 n. Let Di = (Ci+ Ki) n Ki. AS A is 
S>i-divisible b . d M=A$B we have 
Mlp;M= Blp;B = i Ki/c Ki = KiDi. 
i=l iPj 
In each P E Coass(D,) U ASS(Di) there is contained I as well as one Pi ( j # i), SO 
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p E In and Di is of finite length. Therefore, Kj is supplemented iff KilDi is 
supplemented by Proposition 4.9. 
Now if Kj is not Artinian, then (KilD,) / L( K~ lDi) is a nonzero factormodule of 
N, so pi E Coass(N). Consequently M/&t4 is couniform or totally complemented 
by Theorem 4.11. Since KilDi z MIp:M, by Corollary 4.3, KilDi therefore is 
couniform or totally complemented, hence supplemented as desired. 
(2) We show that M satisfies condition (1)( ii): Let p E Coass(MIL(M)). 
M/L(M) is a factormodule of A/L(A) x B/L(B), so either PEC~~~~(A/L(A)) 
or p E Coass(Bii(B)). Assume p E Coass(AIL(A)). Then p $ Coass(E), and 
since coh( p) = 1, p cannot be contained in U Coass(B), so B is p-divisible. 
Consequently MIP*M = (A + B)/(p*A + B), so MIp*M is supplemented as it is 
isomorphic to a factormodule of A. Cl 
Our 
rings. 
last remark describes the structure of s :pplenll - ,modules over local 
Remark 4.15. Let (R, m) be local and M a radical, complemented R-module. We 
know that A4 = K, + l l l + K,, where every Ki is radical and complemented, 
Coass(Ki) = {ri}, Pi pairwise different, for all 15 i 5 n. We may assume 
COh(pi) = 1 for all 1 zs i 5 m and COF,(l.li) > 1 for all m + 15 i 5 n. Define A = 
E 
I1 
i=ttt+ 1 Ki and let B be a complement of A in M. Then A is Artinian and A n B is 
small in B, so, by Proposition 4.9 and Proposition 4.13, M is supplemented iff B is 
supplemented. We can write B = B, + l l l + B,, where every Bi is complemen- 
ted, Coass( Bi) = (ri} ) COh(pi) = 1 for all 15 i (: k. By Proposition 4.7, B is 
supplemented iff Bi is supplemented for all 15 i 5 k, so we conclude from 
Theorem 4.11: 
M is supplemented iff Bi is couniform or totally complemented for all 1~ i 5 k. 
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